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OnWorldwide Activism for  

Peace and Justice  

 
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 
can change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” 

Margaret Mead, noted Anthropologist 

he World Constitution and Parliament Association sponsors the Earth Federation  
Movement for the ratification of the Constitution for the Federation of Earth. Since 
1958, the WCPA has been a leading voice on behalf of democratic world law through its 

chapters around the world, websites, international seminars, participation in international 
conferences, dissemination of books and materials, and electronic correspondence. 
We participate with other peace activists worldwide in the quest for making our world a decent 
home for all its citizens. 
The Constitution for the Federation of Earth was written through the combined effort and 
input of hundreds of world citizens, including many international legal experts over a period of 
23 years from 1968 to 1991.   
At the first Constituent Assembly in Interlaken, Switzerland, the delegates elected a drafting 
committee of 25 persons. During several months in 1972, five primary authors from this 
committee completed the first draft. They were Philip Henry Isely (USA), Dr. Terence P. 
Amerasinghe, International Lawyer from Sri Lanka, Hon. S. M. Hussain, Justice at the 
Supreme Court of Bangladesh, D.M. Spencer, Professor of Law in Mumbai, India, and Dr. 
Max Habicht, prominent international lawyer from Switzerland.   
This draft was then circulated worldwide several times for comments and was then reviewed 
paragraph by paragraph at the Second Constituent Assembly in Innsbruck, Austria, in 1977, 
and at the Third Assembly in 1979. Small changes were again made at the Fourth Constituent 
Assembly in Troia, Portugal, in 1991.  The Fourth Assembly then declared the Constitution 
finished and ready for ratification by the people and nations of the Earth. Since then, it has 
spread globally as both a blueprint and an ideal for a truly liberated, just, peaceful, and 
sustainable world system. 

Become a member of WCPA at www.wcpa.global or www.earthconstitution.world  

T 

http://www.wcpa.global/
http://www.earthconstitution.world/
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Global Values 

“There is no salvation for civilization, 
or even the human race, other than 

   the creation of a world government.” 

Albert Einstein 

1. The common humanity and dignity of all human beings. 
All persons have a right and responsibility to promote both freedom and the protection 
of everyone’s democratic human rights so that we may all live meaningful, fulfilling, 
dignified lives in community with others. 

2. Economic democracy for all persons, and equal opportunity for all persons. All 
persons also have the right to have their basic economic needs satisfied in such a way 
that they can meaningfully exercise their political freedoms and live with dignity as 
human beings. Under the Earth Constitution economic injustice will be eliminated 
through cooperative and equitable economic practices primarily based within local 
communities and regions. 

3. Sustainability and ecological health for our planet. 
Human beings must cooperate to protect the life, health, diversity, and ecological 
balance of the Earth and its living creatures. This understanding of the environment as 
a sacred trust and integral design is found throughout the Earth Constitution. 

4. Unity in Diversity of all nations, communities, religions, and persons.           
As the Preamble to the Constitution declares, the human family must join as one 
civilization to celebrate the wonderful diversity of cultures, religions, nations, 
traditions, and persons living together in harmony on Earth.  We must dialogue, educate 
one another, and develop understanding and peace within the just rule of democratic 
law for all. 

5. Ending war and significantly reducing violence in human affairs.          
All weapons of mass destruction are eliminated under the Earth Constitution along 
with a carefully designed demilitarization of the world so that arms races are ended 
and the temptation to use war and violence is reduced. People must be educated to 
address problems through democratic dialogue and institutions of conflict resolution 
rather than through war, terrorism, or violence. 

6. The rule of democratically legislated, enforceable law for the Earth. 
The Constitution for the Federation of Earth institutionalizes all of these principles 
and alone makes practically possible a transformation of our violent, unsustainable 
world into one of peace, justice, sustainability, and unity within diversity.  Only 
universal equality within a framework of enforceable world law that explicitly protects 
all of the above principles can lead us to the full realization of these values everywhere 
on Earth. 
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How World Government Works 
The Earth Federation 

The World Parliament 

House of Peoples           House of Counselors        House of Nations 
1000 Delegates by population                  200 Delegates from around the world             1, 2, or 3 Delegates from each nation  

 
 

World Judiciary 
Global justice 

 
 

World Executive 
Global problems 

World Police 
No military 

 

 

World Ombudsmus 
Human rights 

    
The Integrative Complex 

Monitoring and protecting the health of the planet and the public, cooperative “Internet of 
Things” for global sustainable communities. Includes Global Public Banking directed toward 

empowering debt-free sustainable development 

  
The World Administration 

Global grassroots community-based empowerment for all peoples and nations 
 
World Parliament - Composed of three houses, as above.  Integrates Global Government 
and Grassroots Empowerment Worldwide. Enforceable democratic legislation protects the 
global commons, ensures environmental sustainability, and promote the third (sustainable) 
industrial revolution of a collaborative, decentralized global civilization. 
World Executive 
Elected by and responsible to the Parliament. Presidium of a rotating president and 4 vice-
presidents, all M.P.s, nominated by House of Counsellors. Executive Cabinet of 30 
ministers, all M.P.s. The World Executive may not veto or suspend the Parliament or the 
Constitution. 

World Administration 
Composed of about 30 departments, each headed by a Cabinet Minister or Vice President; 
coordinated by a Secretary General chosen by the Presidium and confirmed by the 
Cabinet. Each department addresses global problems beyond the scope of nations. 

Integrative Complex 
Includes agencies for World Civil Service, Boundaries and Elections, Institute on 
Governmental Procedures and World Problems, Research and Planning, Technological 
and Environmental Assessment, World Financial Administration, and Legislative 
Review. Available to all of government with latest scientific-technical information. 

World Judiciary 
Composed of 8 Benches having mandatory jurisdiction over different kinds of issues, with 
5 continental seats. Collegium of World Judges is nominated by House of Counsellors and 
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elected by Parliament, headed by a Presiding Council of 5 members which assigns judges 
to the several Benches. 

The Enforcement System 
Non-military police force is headed by an Office of World Attorneys General and 
commission of 20 Regional World Attorneys, elected by and removable by Parliament.  

World Ombudsmus 
Agency that protects human rights and ensures proper government functioning, is headed 
by a Council of 5 World Ombudsen nominated by House of Counsellors, and Commission 
of 20 Regional World Advocates, all elected by the Parliament. 

Bill of Rights of 18 sections, effective when Constitution is ratified.  
Directional Principles of 19 sections, additional rights and benefits to be implemented 
as rapidly as possible for all world citizens. 
Disarmament of nations systematically begun after Constitution is ratified. The World 
Government does not retain nor use weapons of mass destruction. 
Viable Agencies of the U.N. are transferred to the World Government.  
Implementation of the Earth Constitution by practical stages under Article 17. 
• First Operative Stage, when merely 25 countries have ratified. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Under the Constitution for the Federation of Earth, the people of Earth will be  
integrated with a global governing system designed to deal with planetary problems and achieve 
peace, justice, prosperity, ecological sustainability and protection for human rights. 

    As the Mandala shows, the central agencies of the Federation are structured in terms  
of councils of five leaders, one from each Continental Division, who rotate as President of their 
respective agencies.  The seven agencies of the Integrative Complex and 28 departments of the 
World Administration, staffed by professionals in the global civil service, bring order and 
intelligence into all global processes. The House of Nations and the experts in the House of 
Counselors bring unity in diversity to integrating all nations and peoples and to governing our 
precious planet Earth. 
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WCPA Global Projects 
Under the authority of Article 19 of the Earth Constitution the Provisional World 
Government has begun functioning to save the world from nuclear holocaust, climate 
collapse, and the other absurdities of the “sovereign nation” (UN) system. 

1. Provisional World Parliament (PWP).  World Citizens who are signatories of the Earth 
Constitution have come together 14 times, collectively passing some 67 World Legislative 
Acts (WLAs). See www.earthfederationinstitute.org  Beginning in 1982 in Brighton, England, 
to 2015 in Kolkata, India, the PWP has established a brilliant record of quality WLAs. 
 

2. PWP 15.  Organizing the 15th session of the Provisional World Parliament to be held in hybrid 
format in New Delhi, India, December 10-12, 2021, led by the permanent PWP office in New 
Delhi and leading the initiative for a UN Article 109 Review Conference to replace the UN 
Charter with the Earth Constitution. 
 

3. Collegium of World Judges. The Provisional World Parliament has activated a 
Collegium of highly qualitied Judges who have volunteered to staff the benches of the 
World Court System. The Collegium is open to qualified judges everywhere. 
 

4. Global Cooperative Communities empowerment. The PWP has activated the Ministry 
of Habitats and Settlements and created the Agency for Cooperative Communities (WLA 
63) to foster truly sustainable local empowerment and self-sufficiency.  We are defining 
transferrable development protocols for the all the peoples and nations of the Earth. 
 

5. The Ministry of Health and Nutrition has been activated to promote the food and 
nutrition resources of the Earth to ensure sustainable healthy living for all persons. 
 

6. The Ministry of the Environment has been activated to promote the replanting of 
forests, restoring of organic soil fertility, and addressing climate change. 
 

7. The WCPA Global Schools project has been initiated with the vision of similar schools 
developing worldwide based on the Earth Constitution and the unity in diversity of 
humanity. 
 

8. WCPA Conferences and International Meetings are organized regularly to educate, 
strategize, and empower WCPA friends and members across the planet. 

 

9. Global Communication Centers are developing using social media and other venues 
for promotion of the study, translation, and ratification of the Earth Constitution  

 

10. World District Development.  Defining 1000 World Electoral Districts (WEDs) as 
required by the Earth Constitution and initiating secure on-line voting procedures. 

 

11. WCPA Electoral Commissions worldwide: organized and promoted to advance the Earth 
Constitution and secure on-line voting. 

 

12. World Parliament University.  Offering courses worldwide on addressing global issues 
in the light of the Earth Constitution. Preparing world citizens to work in the provisional 
and final agencies of the Earth Federation government.  Preparing people to understand 
the synergistic workings of the Earth Constitution. 

 

http://www.earthfederationinstitute.org/
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Power and Focus of the 
Constitution 

The Constitution for the Federation of Earth addresses all global problems that 
transcend the level of nations. It empowers nations to end war and serve their citizens. 

Contains comprehensive provisions for ecological sustainability, as well as two 
Bills of Rights including all civil liberties, economic and social rights as well as 
the rights to peace and to a protected planetary environment. 
Contains an integrated network of provisions designed to prevent government 
tyranny in any form. Prohibits all military for the world government. 
Creates an integrated and synergistic system for effectively ending war and 
ensuring disarmament. 
Contains provisions for amendment and review making it a living, developing 
framework for a flourishing democratic planetary civilization. 

 Has been translated into many languages and distributed worldwide in print and   
digital forms. Can be found on-line in several languages at:    

www.earthconstitution.world  

 

 
Secretary General Dr. Eugenia Almand, former WCPA President Dr. Terence Amerasinghe, and Vice- 

President Dr. Dominique Balouki meet with President Eyadéma of Togo. (2001) 
 
 
 
 

http://www.earthconstitution.world/
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The Second Session of the 
Provisional World Parliament 
in New Delhi (1985). At the 
center with the turban is Zail 
Singh, then President of India 

 

  

       WCPA leaders with President Zail Singh       Dr. Martin with Libya’s President M. Gaddafi (2006) 

                                

 

 

 

 

India’s Prime Minister 
Rajiv Gandhi with WCPA 
Co-Presidents Dr. 
Amerasinghe and Dr. 
Ruge 

 

“I have long believed the only way peace can be achieved 
is through World Government” 

                    Jawaharal Nehru,  Prime Minister of India 
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India Prime Minister Indira Gandhi with WCPA Co-President 
Reinhart Ruge and WCPA Distinguished Advisor Yogi Shanti. 

Some participants of the 11th session of the Parliament at the Sri Arurobindo Ashram, Nainital, India, 2009. This 
photo includes WCPA Executive Council members (top row, fifth from left) Dr. S.N. Chattopadhyay, Dr. Dauji  

Gupta, Dr. Glen T. Martin, India Supreme Court Justice A.P. Misra, and Dr. Eugenia Almand. Next row: Dr. Preeti  
Shankar and Ms. Zaklina Dimovska. Third row: Rev. Nomhle Mahlawe. Front row: Prof. R. Ananthanarayanan. 
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Provisional World Parliament 
Elaborating the spirit and letter of the Earth Constitution through model provisional 
World Legislative Acts: 

Elaborating environmental restoration and protections for the Earth. 
Developing the educational implications of the Constitution: children around the 
world study peace, global democracy, unity in diversity and environmental 
sustainability. 
Developing a planetary monetary system for universal prosperity and reasonable 
economic equality. 
Articulating procedures for eliminating WMDs and supervising disarmament. 
Legislating the means to empower grassroots citizen participation in the Earth 
Federation. 
Training legislators in patterns of morally informed dialogue and debate. 
Elaborating global Constitutional protections of human rights and dignity. 
Developing concrete procedures by which nations can both ratify and join the 
emerging Earth Federation. 

1982 Brighton, England 
The first session of the Provisional World Parliament meets, presided over by Sir Chaudry 
Mohammed Zafrullah Khan of Pakistan (former President of the UN General Assembly 
and former Foreign Minister of his country). 
1985 New Delhi, India 
The second session of the Parliament meets, opened by the President of India, Zail Singh, 
and chaired by the speaker of the Lok Sabha, the Hon. Bal Ram Jakhar. 
1987 Miami Beach, Florida, USA 
The third session of the Parliament meets in the elegant Fontainbleu Hilton Hotel. It 
included a global exposition for developing countries to show their products and wares. 
Subsequent sessions of the Parliament have been held around the world in 1996, 2001, 
2003 (two sessions), 2004, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2015. 

El Kabir Hotel, Tripoli, Libya, location 
of the 9th Session of the Provisional 

World Parliament 
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The Parliament in Session 

 
Photo of the Ninth Session of the Parliament in Tripoli, Libya 

Fifty-nine delegates from 28 countries debate legislation during the Ninth Session of the 
Provisional World Parliament at the famous Al Kabir Hotel in Tripoli, Libya, April 2006. 
In the foreground are boys and girls from the Children’s Delegation making a presentation 
to the Parliament on behalf of the children of Earth.  

The Constitution for the Federation of Earth has been published by the Institute on 
Economic Democracy Press in paper and digital forms, and has been translated into 23 
languages.  It is found on-line at www.earthconstitution.world and www.wcpa.global. 

 

The Earth Constitution is indeed the 
solution to our increasingly endangered 
future as climate collapse and the threat of 
nuclear holocaust continue to raise the 
specter of human extinction. It is clearly a 
matter of “design for a living planet.” The 
sovereign nation-state system was never 
designed to address these lethal problems. 
Ervin Laszlo declares that this solution 
would “mark a milestone” in humankind’s 
evolution. 

http://www.earthconstitution.world/
http://www.wcpa.global/
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  Collegium of World Judges 
Under the authority of Article 19 of the Earth Constitution, we are coordinating 
development of the Collegium of World Judges. Sitting and former High Court justices 
from around the world volunteer to become Associate or Full members of the Collegium.  
From among these justices, the first benches of the World Supreme Court system will 
emerge.  https://collegiumworldjudges.com/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Superior Court Justice David Percy Quispe Salsavilca of Peru, member of the  
Collegium of World Judges, signs the Pledge of Allegiance to the Earth Constitution 

 
 
 

 
Building the Collegium in cooperation with Justices who attend the annual 

 International Conference of Chief Justices of the World, organized by WCPA Vice-President Dr. Jagdish Gandhi 
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  Seminars and Workshops 
Takoradi, Ghana, 2000 Kara, Togo 2003 

Colombo, Sri Lanka 2006 San Carlos, Costa Rica 2011 

 

And many more: Chittagong, Bangladesh, 2004, Dhaka, Bangladesh, 2005, 
Erode, South India, 2005, Toronto, Canada, 2008, Chennai, India, 2008, Sokode, 
Togo, 2010, Kampala, Uganda, 2010, Bangkok, Thailand, 2011, Zagreb, Croatia, 
2012, Skopje, Macedonia, 2013, San Jose, Costa Rica, 2014, New Delhi, India, 
2015, Lima, Peru, 2016, Raquette Lake, NY, 2017, Katmandu, Nepal, 2017, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2018, Caracas, Venezuela, 2018, Bogota, Columbia, 
2018, Kolkata, India, 2019, Independence, VA, USA, 2020…. 
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Executive Council and Advisors 
Global President:            Dr. Glen T. Martin (USA) 
Secretary-General:     Dr. Eugenia Almand (Atlanta, GA, USA)  
Treasurer:                   Ms. Phyllis Turk (USA) 

                    
Honorary Distinguished Advisors: 

Major Sushil Goel, Chairman PCTI Ltd., India 
Guruji Sri Yogacharya Arun Kumar, Founder Poornatvam Yoga, India David Percy Quispe Salsavilca, High Court Justice, Lima, Peru 
Dr. Klaus Schlichtmann, prominent Peace Historian, Japan 
Col. T.P. Tyagi, National President of Rashtriya Sainik Sanstha, India 
Victor Vincent, Global Corporate and Banking Advisor, Mumbai, India 
 

Vice-Presidents and Members of the Executive Council:  
Prof. Ramanujam Ananthanarayanan (Chennai, India) Coordinator for Asia 
Dr. Dominique Balouki (Togo) Coordinator for Africa 
Dr. Santinath Chattopadhyay (Kolkata, India) President Kolkata Chapter 
Mr. Leopoldo Alberto Cook (Venezuela) Coordinator for Latin America 
Puan Sri Datin Seri N. Saraswathy Devi, A.M.N. (Malaysia) 
Ms. Zaklina Dimovska (Macedonia) Coordinator for Eastern Europe 
Dr. Jagdish Gandhi (Lucknow, India)  
Rev. Laura George, J.D. (Independence, VA) President Eastern Hub USA 
Mr. Peter Graves-Goodman (Miami, FL) 
Dr. Ushoshi Guha (Nagpur, India)  
Dr. Roger Kotila (San Francisco, CA) Coordinator Western Hub USA 
Guruji Sri Yogacharya Arun Kumar (Chennai, India) 
Dr. Mahboob Hossain (Bangladesh) President Bangladesh Chapter 
Rev. Nomhle Mahlawe (South Africa) President South Africa Chapter 
Mr. E.P. Menon (Bangalore, India) President Bangalore Chapter 
Dr. Preeti Shankar (Lucknow, India) 

 Dr. Hemlata Talesra (Udaipur, India)
 

Appointed Officers: 
Communications Coordinator: Prof. P. Narasimha Murthy (India) 
President, WCPA India: Col. T.P. Tyagi (New Delhi, India) 
Chief Technology Officer: Major Sushil Goel (New Delhi, India) 
President, WCPA Delhi Chapter: Mr. Rakesh Chhokar (New Delhi, India) 
Orbis Project for On-line Voting: Mr. Lucio Martinez Rodriguez (USA) 
Women’s Empowerment: Rev. Laura George, J.D. (USA) 
Minister of Health and Nutrition: Guruji Yogacharya Arun Kumar (Earth) 
Minister of Habitat and Settlements: Dr. Kamal Taori (Earth) 
Administrative Assistant to the President: Ms. Becky Galdo (USA) 

Collaborating with the Earth Constitution Institute (ECI, USA) 
and Earth Federation Institute (EFI, India) 

Study of world problems and their solutions within world law.  
EFI and ECI offer on-line courses, certificates, and degrees in several major areas of study. 

ECI and EFI cooperate with WCPA in the development of world law. 
Tax-deductible donations to WCPA in the USA can be made through ECI  

and designated for any project within WCPA. www.earthconstitution.world  
President: Dr. Glen T. Martin.   Treasurer: Phyllis Turk.   Office: 88 Oracle Way. Independence, VA 
24348, USA.     Email: pturkCNM@yahoo.com.   Dr. Glen T. Martin: 
gmartin@earthconstitution.world  

http://www.earthconstitution.world/
mailto:pturkCNM@yahoo.com
mailto:gmartin@earthconstitution.world
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WCPA – Creator and Sponsor of the 
Earth Constitution 

Worldwide membership in countries around the globe with active chapters and 
Electoral Commissions in many countries. 
Affiliated with a global network of local and international NGOs. 
Promoting and organizing the global Earth Federation Movement (EFM). 
Building the institutional infrastructure for the future Earth Federation. 
Promoting study, discussion, and translation of the Earth Constitution. Providing 
both the blueprint and the ideal for a truly transformed world system. 
Inviting your participation in creating a new world of freedom, peace, justice, and 
sustainability for the entire human family.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.oneworldrenaissance.com/


 

  The Pledge of Allegiance 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I pledge allegiance to the Constitution for the Federation of Earth, 
And to the Republic of free world citizens for which it stands, 

One Earth Federation, protecting by law the rich diversity of the Earth’s citizens, 
One Earth Federation, protecting the precious ecology of our planet. 

I pledge allegiance to the World Parliament representing all nations and peoples, 
And to the democratic processes by which it proceeds,   

One law for the Earth, with freedom and equality for all,   
One standard of justice, with a bill of rights protecting each. 

I pledge allegiance to the future generations protected by the Earth Constitution, 
And to the unity, integrity, and beauty of humankind,  

living in harmony on the Earth, 
One Earth Federation, conceived in love, truth, and hope,  

with peace and prosperity for all. 

Hundreds of thousands have signed the Earth Constitution and sent it 
to World Headquarters, either by surface or electronic mail. They have 

thereby recognized it as the supreme law for planet Earth. You can 
sign the Constitution or become a WCPA member at: 

www.wcpa.global   or   www.earthconstitution.world  

http://www.wcpa.global/
http://www.earthconstitution.world/
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